This pamphlet is reprinted, not just because it exposes some of the manipulations of the Stalinists and the Republican government in the Spanish Civil War, and not because anarchists in general are “obsessed with Spain” as some “communists” (who would rather the history of the Spanish Revolution was forgotten) would have it, but also because it comes direct from the struggle for a better world. Such personal accounts, written in the heat of the class war, are all too few. They bring the “Great Events” of history, like war and revolution, back to the reality of our daily experiences fighting against capitalism in all its forms. This history goes all too often unrecorded.

The article records, from the point of view of an ex-prisoner, the hierarchies of the state institutions that keep us “in our places”, and how they are kept alive in our own lives, destroying people’s souls. But as the anonymous “uncontrollable” says, the power of love and comradeship and the belief in the struggle for a better life is the strongest force against hierarchy and oppression.

The bosses system tries to isolate us from each other, break our spirits, keep us divided. Its up to us to make the links that will defeat the bosses, their class system and their prisons forever.
workers’ centre in Vilanesa. The farmers responded with dignity to the Assault Guards’ brutality with arms equal to those which had attacked them, and the whole region of the river roused itself against those in uniform [i.e., the government troops]. If it hadn’t been for the intervention of the confederal ministers and committees, the conflict would have had grave repercussions in the region and along the fronts. The “Iron Column,” whose preoccupation with the problems of the rearguard we have examined in earlier chapters, threatened with a strong voice the public forces and the government.

A Day Mournful and Overcast...

by an “uncontrollable” from the Iron Column.

These texts were downloaded from the Struggle site
www.struggle.ws
"NOSOSTROS", the daily newspaper of the Iron Column in Valencia, printed this article in March 1937, on the eve of the column's militarisation. In 1961 it was resurrected by Burnett Bolloten in a chapter devoted to the column in his book, *The Grand Camouflage*. About one third of the present text appeared there in translation. The remaining bulk of the article was dredged up only in 1979, in a complete bilingual edition published by "CHAMP LIBRE". An Italian translation appeared 2 years later. As far we know there was at least one version in English, which was reprinted in 1987 by 'News From Everywhere'. This is the text we have used. Throughout the text references to "man" and "men" have been left as they were in the 1937 original, although the Iron Column like many other workers militias in Spain at the time was made up of fighters of both sexes. The word ‘penitentiary’ has been altered to ‘prison’, which is easier to spell.

**London Anarchist Black Cross, 1993**

**THIS PAMPHLET IS DEDICATED TO**

**“UNCONTROLLABLES” EVERYWHERE.**

---

**v. 1, p. 251**

With respect to public order, the revolution has created [attitudes?] towards the directors of each political group, security force, inspection and civil patrol, and the rearguard. These spontaneous organs [of the revolution] are more than enough to maintain the call to public order. However, the state has believed it prudent to not dissolve any of these armed groups, not even the ill-fated civil guard, now called the "National Republican Guard." With this body the government maintains, alongside the militias and the armed citizens, the Investigation & Surveillance Corps, the Assault Guards, and the police. Among the militias of the rearguard there are, then, five rearguard brigades, four of which belong to the government, in spite of the need of men and war materials at the front. The "Iron Column" declared violently against this tragic absurdity in the middle of October 1936.

---

**v. 2, p. 25**

The 22nd of March [1937?], in full celebration of the victory at Brihuega, a general assembly of the "Iron Column," whose anarchist orthodoxy is well known to us, was held in a Valencia theatre. The said assembly publicly resolved to militarise the "Iron Column," "with the object," they said, "of not withdrawing from the struggle that is being held against fascism." The same assembly arranged to place effective use of funds in the hands the column. I have here the accounting: 100,000 pesetas earmarked for the creation and support of rationalist schools; another 100,000 pesetas more to the CNT field hospitals; 100,000 pesetas more to support the defence in the international trials against anarchists; 200,000 pesetas for the purchase of supplies for the defenders of Madrid; and one million pesetas for anarchist propaganda: a) the creation of a publishing house, b) the creation of a library, c) aid to the international anarchist press.

---

**v. 2, p. 55**

A decree of the minister of commerce, by which the government came to seize all foreign exports, also aiming to control foreign money, aroused the suspicions of the collectivists. As a result there were a series of frictions and also resistance with respect to the official arrangements. As it is severe in these cases, the government didn’t find any other recourse than to respond to the rebellious with the argument of public force [i.e., Republican forces]. Even the presence of this force produced nervousness, which degenerated into a bloody fight. Even keeping in mind the alleged intervention of provocative elements, what is certain is that violent aggression was certainly produced on the side of the government forces who then occupied the
final. With all our men, with all our energy, with all our enthusiasm, we will fight until this vile fascism is squashed forever. We fight to achieve the SOCIAL REVOLUTION. We are marching towards anarchism. For this, now and later, we will defend anything that tends towards living with more liberty, breaking the yokes that would oppress us, destroying the vestiges of the past.

We say to all workers, revolutionaries, and anarchists: at the front and in the rear, wherever you are, fight against the enemies of your liberties, destroy fascism. And also stop, by the fruits of your endeavours, the return of a dictatorial regime that would be the continuation, with all its vices and defects, of all those things that we’ve been trying to make disappear. Now with arms and later with the tools of labour, learn to live without tyrants, and develop yourselves along the only road to liberty. This is the feeling of the “Iron Column” which we expose clearly and plainly.

Brothers [Companeros], death to fascism! Long live the social revolution! Viva la Anarquía!

Introduction

This text was written by a member of the Iron Column, a revolutionary militia active in the Spanish Civil War. It was written in response to the impending militarisation of the militias by the Republican government. This meant their reorganisation along the lines of a regular army, with all the hierarchies of rank and decision-making that this entailed. Militarisation was one of the key elements in the Stalinist consolidation of power over the working class and against the revolution. They were able to achieve this because of the success of the Republicans’ anti-fascist ideology, which persuaded many workers to fight for the State in its democratic form against the potential ‘fascist’ State, and to abandon the struggle for revolution. Stalinist Russia wanted power in Spain in order to pursue its long-term foreign policy objectives. Ultimately Stalin was more willing to concede a victory to fascism than to revolution. This can be seen throughout the attempts by Spanish workers, especially in Catalonia, to seize control and collectivise land and industry, which the government fiercely repressed, and in the events of Barcelona in May 1937, when government troops attacked the armed workers militias in control of much of the city. The defeat of the Spanish revolution and the victory of Franco showed - as every uprising, revolution, and working class movement since has shown - that the state is our enemy, whatever political colours it wears.

A Day Mournful and Overcast...

I am an escaped convict from San Miguel de los Reyes, that sinister prison, which the monarchy set up in order to bury alive those who, because they weren’t cowards, would never submit to the infamous laws dictated by the powerful against the oppressed. I was taken there, like so many others, to wipe out an offence, namely for revolting against the humiliations to which an entire village had been subjected. In short for killing a political boss.

I was young and still am young, because I entered the prison when I was twenty-three and was released, thanks to the anarchist comrades who opened the gates, when I was thirty-four. For eleven years I was subjected to the torment of not being
a man, of being merely a thing, a number!

Many prisoners who had suffered as I had from bad treatment received since birth, were released with me. Some of them, once on the street, went their own way. Others like myself, joined our liberators, who treated us like friends and loved us like brothers. With them we gradually formed the Iron Column, with them, at a mounting tempo, we stormed barracks and disarmed feckless Civil Guards; and with them we rudely drove the fascists to the peaks of the Sierra, where they are now held. Accustomed to taking whatever we needed; we seized provisions and guns from the fascists as we drove them back. For a time we fed ourselves on offerings from the peasants, and we armed ourselves, not with weapons extended to us in gift, but with what we wrested from the insurgents with our bare hands. The rifle that I hold and caress, which accompanies me since the day that I forsook the prison, is mine: it belongs to me. I stripped it like a man from the hands of its former owner, and in the same manner was obtained almost every other rifle held and owned by my comrades.

Hardly a soul has ever bothered about us. The stupefaction of the bourgeoisie when we left the prison is still being shared by everyone. Instead of our being attended to, instead of our being aided and supported, we have been treated like outlaws, and accused of being “ uncontrollable”, because we did not subordinate the rhythm of our lives, which we desired and still desire to be free, to the stupid whims of those who, occupying a seat in some ministry or on some committee, sottishly and arrogantly regarded themselves as the masters of men. Also because, after expropriating the fascists, we changed the mode of life in the villages through which we passed - annihilating the brutal political bosses who had robbed and tormented the peasants and placing their wealth in the hands of the only ones who knew how to create it: the workers.

Nobody, I guarantee it, nobody could have behaved more properly towards the helpless and needy, towards those who had been robbed and persecuted all their lives, than us, the uncontrollables, outlaws and escaped convicts. Nobody, nobody - I challenge anyone to prove otherwise - has been more affectionate and obliging with children, women and old people; nobody absolutely nobody can reproach this column - which alone, unaided and even obstructed has been in the front lines from the very beginning - with a lack of solidarity, for being arbitrary, for cowardliness or laxness in battle, or for hostility towards the peasants, or for not being revolutionary enough, because boldness and bravery have been our standard, magnanimity toward the vanquished our law, cordiality towards brothers and sisters our motto and goodness and respect the underlying framework of our lives.

Why the black legend that has been woven around us? Why the senseless eagerness to discredit us, an impossible venture, when such discredit would only work to the detriment of the revolutionary cause and the war itself?

There is - and those of us from the prison, having suffered more than anybody else on earth, are well aware of it - a pronounced spreading of bourgeois values on all sides. The bourgeois individual of body and soul, the personification of mediocrity and servility, trembles at the idea of losing peace and quiet, coffee and cigars, 3. the total destruction of the archives and records of all the capitalist and state institutions.

We made these requests from two points of view: the revolutionary and the ideological. As anarchists and as revolutionaries we understood that the existence of the Civil Guard, clearly a reactionary body, was a danger that across time and particularly during this movement has so openly revealed its spirit and its procedures. The Civil Guard was odious to us and we didn’t want to see it because overwhelming reasons made us distrust it. Because of that we asked for its disarmament and that is why we disarmed it.

We asked that all armed bodies go to the front, because the front lacked men and arms. Given the state of things in the city there was more of a need at the front and their presence in the city was a hindrance. We have reached the halfway point and we will not stop until it is complete.

Finally, we asked for the destruction of all those documents that represented the tyrannical and oppressive past, before which our free consciousness rebelled. We destroyed the papers and thought to seize for ourselves those buildings that, like the court [Audencia], served to entomb revolutionaries in prisons, which now that we have found ourselves in the dawn of a free society have no reason to be.

These objectives took us to Valencia, and this was that which we fulfilled with the procedure that seemed most fitting to us.

Furthermore, during our stay in Valencia, we saw that while negotiations to buy arms failed, for lack of cash, many institutions had a great quantity of gold and other precious metals; this was what persuaded us to seize the gold, the silver, and the platinum of several jewellers, insignificant amounts of which were handed over to the organisation.

We did all that was just explained. Now we will see what we didn’t do. We are accused of sacking buildings. This is a lie. We defy he who would tell us the worth of our deeds and that would say that our men obeyed whims or made more disturbances than necessary. We are accused of assassinating people in disgraceful plots; this is a dirty lie. What have we done to justify these accusations? What crimes have we committed? An unfortunate accident, which we were the first to lament and condemn seems to be the accusers’ proof. The death of the socialist comrade José Pardo Aracil is positively not our doing. This was demonstrated the same night by the fact that no member of our column intervened in this. WE HAVE NEVER THOUGHT OF ATTACKING THE SOCIALIST OR OTHER ANTI-FASCIST GROUPS, much less in the sly way that Pardo was assaulted. Without wanting to say that we renounce our purpose, which is the only reason for our struggle, we know that a fight among us would be criminal at this time. We have before us a formidable enemy; all our strengths must be directed to destroying it.

We believe that with this said that our operations will remain clear. We are revolutionaries and we have behaved as such: with uprightness and nobility. None but a cretin could see bad intentions or fickleness in our behaviour.

Our position, during these decisive moments in Spain’s development, is clear and
With respect to the Levante, the middle of October [1936] produced serious events. The confederal forces of the garrison at the Teruel front made a raid against the rearguard to clean it of the parasitic forces that endangered the revolutionary interests. The “Iron Column,” a confederal and anarchist group burst into the capital and had bloody encounters with the forces of the rearguard. The situation restored, and before the campaigns of defamation by the communists and the government, the aforementioned column distributed the following manifesto:

The “Iron Column” which is made up of elements of the FAI and the CNT, and by others who, without belonging to either organisation, are identified with the ideas and acts of the anarchists, before the origin of the events that were acted out in Valencia and faced with the accusations that certain groups make about it, feel an imperative need to explain their acts so that no one will make partisan work at our expense. The men who under the name “Iron Column” fight against the clerical and military reaction on the Teruel front, as the Anarchists that we are, are equally preoccupied by the problems of the front and of the rearguard. By this, when we saw in Valencia that things hadn’t gone as we would have desired, when we say that the rearguard, far from giving us security, was a source of worry and doubt, we decided to intervene by sending to the concerned organisation the following requests:

1. the total disarmament and dissolution of the Civil Guard,
2. that all the armed forces of the state (Assault Guards, police [carabineros], security forces, etc.) are sent to the front,

bullfights, theatregoing, and frequenting of prostitutes; and when he first got wind of the Column, the Iron Column, pillar of the revolution in the Levante, or when he heard that the Column was coming to Valencia, he quaked and trembled at the thought of seeing his pampered and miserable life taken away from him. And the bourgeoisie - there are many kinds of bourgeois individuals and they are in many places - wove ceaselessly with the threads of calumnny the evil sliders with which we have been regaled, because they, and they alone, have been injured and are capable of being injured by our activities, by our rebelliousness, and by the wildly irrepresible desires we carry in our hearts to be free like the eagles on the highest mountain peaks, like the lions in the jungle.

Even our brothers, who suffered with us in the fields and the factories and were vilely exploited by the bourgeoisie, echoed the latter’s terrible fears, and began to believe, because they were so informed by people who wish to be regarded as leaders, that the men fighting in the Iron Column were merciless bandits. A wave of hatred, often reaching the point of cruelty and merciless fanaticism, created a rock-strewn path in our advance against fascism.

On some nights, on those dark nights when armed and alert I would try to penetrate the obscurity of the fields and the mystery of things, I rose from behind my parapet as if in a dream, not to awaken my numbed limbs, which having been tempered in pain are like steel, but to grip more furiously my rifle, feeling a desire to fire not merely at the enemy sheltered barely a hundred yards way, but at the other concealed at my side, the one calling me comrade, all the while selling my interests in most sorid a manner, for no sale is more cowardly than one nourished by treason. And I would feel a desire to laugh and to weep, and to run through the fields, shouting and tearing throats open with my iron fingers, just as I had torn open the throat of that filthy political boss, and to smash this wretched world into smithereens, a world in which it is hard to find a loving hand to wipe away one’s sweat and to stop the blood flowing from one’s wounds on returning from the battlefield, tired and wounded.

At night, conveying my sorrow and pain to the men, my anarchist comrades there in the harsh Sierra, huddled in small bunches under the vigilant eyes of the enemy, how often would a friendly voice and loving arms restore my love for life! And each time the sufferings of the past, with all the horrors and torments that wracked my body, would be thrown to the wind as though from a distant age, and I would abandon myself joyfully to dreams of adventure, beholding with heated imagination a world that I knew not in life but in desire, a world that no man has known in life but that many of us have known in dreams. And dreaming, time would fly by, and my body would stand weariness at bay, and I would redouble my enthusiasm, and become bold, and go out on reconnaissance at dawn to find out the enemy’s position, and…. All of this in order to change life, to stamp a different rhythm onto this life of ours; all of this because men could be brothers and I among them; all of this because joy that surges forth even once from our breasts must surge out of the earth, because the Revolution, this Revolution that has been the guiding light and watchword of the Iron Column, could soon be tangible reality.
My dreams would fade away like the wispy clouds blown high over the Sierra, and my disenchantment would return, only to give way at night; once again to joy. And so my life has alternated between sorrow and joy, between anguish and weeping, a joyful life in the midst of danger compares with that life of darkness and misery in the dark and miserable prison.

One day - a day that was mournful and overcast - the news that we must be militarised descended on the crests of the Sierra like an icy wind that penetrates the flesh. It pierced my body as a dagger, and I suffered, in advance, the anguish of the present moment. At night, behind the parapet, the news was repeated: "Militarisation is coming!"

At my side, keeping vigil while I rested without sleeping, was the delegate of my group, a would-be lieutenant; and two steps further over, lying on the ground, head propped on a pile of bombs, slept the delegate of my century, a would-be captain or colonel. I... would continue being myself, a son of the countryside, a rebel unto death. I neither desired nor desire crosses, stripes, or command positions. I am who I am, a peasant who learned to read in prison, who has seen pain and death at close quarters, who was an anarchist without being aware of it, and who knowing it is still more an anarchist than yesterday, when I had to kill in order to be free.

I will never forget that day, that day far away when the woeful news came down from the crests of the Sierra, piercing my soul like a freezing wind, as I will never forget so many days of my life of suffering. That day far away... Bah!

Militarisation is coming!

Life has more to teach men that all the theories and books combined. Those who would put into practice what they have learned from others via books deceive themselves; those who would put into books what they have learned along the winding path of life are perhaps in the process of creating masterpieces. Reality and dreaming are two different things. It is good and beautiful to dream, for dreams are nearly always an intimation of what must be, but it is sublime to render life beautiful, to take life and fashion from it a true work of beauty.

I have lived life at an accelerated pace. I never tasted youth, which according to what I have read, is happiness and gentleness, and a sense of well-being. In the prison I was only aware of pain. Even though I am young as years go, I have been made an old man by having lived through so much, wept so often, and suffered for so long. For inside the prison one hardly ever laughs, inside the prison, whether under roof or open sky, one is always weeping.

Reading a book in a cell, separated from human contact, is dreaming; reading the book of life as the guard presents it to you open at any page, whether insulting you or merely spying on you, is being in contact with reality.

One day I happened to read, where or by whom I can no longer say, that one could not have an exact idea of the earth’s roundness without having travelled around it, measured it, run ones hands over it, in short discovered it. Such a claim seemed ridiculous to me; however that short sentence so implanted itself in my mind that now and again, during my forced soliloquies in the solitude of my cell, I came back to it. To the point that one day, as if I too had discovered something marvellous fought like brothers defending a noble cause; we have dreamt in the trenches like brothers sharing the same ideals; we have pushed forward courageously like brothers aspiring to a better world. Dissolve ourselves as a homogenous unit? Comrades, never. So long as one century of the Column remains, forward in struggle; so long as there is a single survivor, forward to victory.

Having to reconcile ourselves to taking orders from unelected officers will be a great evil, but the lesser of two evils. However... Forming a column or a Battalion comes down almost to the same thing. What is not the same at all is seeing that we lack respect.

If our group of individuals presently making up our formation stays together, whether as a Column or a battalion, the result will be the same. When in combat, no one will be needed to imbue us with enthusiasm, and when at rest, no one will tell us what to do, because it will not be tolerated.

Either the corporal, sergeant, lieutenant and captain will be from within our movement, in which case we will all be comrades; or they will be enemies, in which case it will be necessary to treat them as such.

Column or battalion will mean the same thing to us, if we so desire. We have been and will keep on being, yesterday, today and tomorrow, guerrillas of the Revolution.

What happens in the future depends on ourselves alone, on the cohesion that exists among us. Nobody will be imposing another rhythm on us; on the contrary, we will be imposing our rhythm on those around us by maintaining our personality.

Comrades, we must take one thing into account: the struggle demands that our muscle and enthusiasm not be withdrawn from the war. Whether in our own column or battalion, or in some other division or battalion, we must carry on the fight.

If we were to break up the Column, if we were to disband and were later drafted, we should have to march, not with those with whom we choose, but with those with whom we are ordered to march. And since we are not and have no desire to be mere domestic animals, we might very well come to blows with those who, for better or worse, are our allies.

Whatever we be called, Column, Battalion, or Division, the Revolution, our anarchist and proletarian Revolution, to which we have contributed glorious pages from the very first day, bids us not to surrender our arms and not to abandon the compact body we have constituted until now.

An “Uncontrollable” from the Iron Column.
mander and colonel are all receiving three, four, ten times as much - without con-
tributing one whit more enthusiasm, knowledge or courage - life has a bitter taste to
it, for you realise that this is no Revolution, but a few individuals taking advantage of
an unfortunate situation at the expense of the people.

I don’t know how we shall live now. I don’t know whether we shall be able to
accustom ourselves to abuse from corporals, from sergeants, and from lieutenants.
I do not know whether, after having felt ourselves to be men in the fullest sense of
the word, we shall get used to being domestic animals, for that is what discipline
leads to and what militarisation implies.

We know that for us it will be totally impossible to submit to tyranny and ill treat-
ment, because it would take something less than a full man to stand meekly by, rifle
in hand, swallowing insults; we are in possession, nevertheless, of disquieting news
of militarised comrades having - like being handed slabs of lead - to take orders from
people in many cases inept and in every case hostile.

We used to believe that we were fighting for redemption and salvation, and here
we see ourselves slipping back into the same thing that we are fighting against:
tyranny, the power of castes, and the most brutal and penetrating authoritarianism.

But the hour is grave. We have been caught - we know not why, and if we did
know, we would say nothing now - we have been caught, I repeat, in a trap, and we
must get out of it, we must escape from it as best we can, for there are traps bris-
tling all over now.

The militarists, all the militarists - and there are fanatical ones in our own camp -
have us surrounded. Yesterday we were masters; today they are. The popular army,
which has nothing popular about it except that the people form it, and this has always
been the same in any case, does not belong to the people but to the Government
and it is the Government that commands, it is the Government that gives orders. The
people are allowed only to obey, as they are required to do always.

Caught as we are in the militarists’ net, there are only two possible roads. The
first road leads to our separating comrades who have long been in the struggle
together, through the dissolution of the Iron Column; the second road leads its mili-
tarisation.

The Column, our Column, must not be dissolved. The homogeneity that it has
demonstrated on every occasion has been admirable - I am speaking for ourselves
only, comrades - the sentiment of comradeship among our members will be consid-
ered a shining example in the history of the Spanish Revolution; the bravery dis-
played over the course of a hundred engagements may perhaps be equalled in this
struggle of heroes, but it will never be surpassed. From the very first day we were
friends; more than that, we were comrades and brothers. To disband, to go off in all
directions, to no longer see one another, and not to have, as up until now, the
impulse to fight and win, all this is impossible.

The Column, that Iron Column which caused the bourgeoisie and the fascists to
tremble from Valencia to Teruel must not be dissolved, it must continue to the end.

Who can claim that in combat, thanks to militarisation, they have been stronger,
more vigorous, and more generous to water the battlefield with their blood? We have
until then hidden to other men, I felt the joy of having discovered for myself that the
earth was round. And on that day, like the unknown author, I travelled around, meas-
ured, and ran my hands over the earth; my imagination lit up with the “vision” of the
earth turning in endless space, part of the universal harmony of the worlds.

The same thing is true of pain. Pain must be weighed, measured, touched, tast-
ed, understood, and discovered for the mind to have a clear idea of what it is. I have
been side by side with men who, like mules, were pulling a cart in which other people
were riding, singing and enjoying themselves. No one suffered; there was no
secret rumble of protest; they considered it just and logical that the riders in the cart,
because they were senores, should be the ones pulling on the reins and holding the
whip in their hands, and it even seemed logical and just to my companions when the
master struck them across the face with his lash. They bellowed like animals,
stamped their hooves on the ground and set off at a gallop. And oh!, what sarcasm!
when in the end they were unhitched, they ran like grovelling dogs to lick the hand
that had whipped them.

Anybody who has not been humiliated, harassed; anybody who has not felt like
the most unfortunate being on earth, and at the same time the noblest, most pos-
sessed of goodness, and most human, and who, during this moment of combined
wretchedness, happiness, and strength, has not suddenly felt a cold hand grabbing
his shoulder or face, the hand of a brutal jailer wanting to hurt or humiliate him; any-
body who has not been dragged to the Hole for rebelliousness, and once inside,
been struck on the face and trampled underfoot, heard his bones splinter and his
blood gush, until finally dropping to the floor like a sack of potatoes; anybody who,
having been tormented at the hands of other men, has not been dominated by a feel-
ing of powerlessness, and reacted by cursing and uttering great blasphemies, a first
step in gathering together one’s forces again; anybody who, having been punished
and insultingly abused, has not become conscious of the injustice of being punished
and the ignominy of being abused, and becoming conscious of it, has not proposed
doing away with the privileges that give some the power to punish and abuse others;
in short, anybody, captive in prison or captive in the world, who has not understood
the tragedy of men condemned to spend their lives blindly and silently obeying
orders, can ever know the nether regions of pain or the terrible scar it leaves in those
who must drink, touch, and feel the pain of silence and obedience. Wishing to speak
and keeping quiet; wishing to sing and remaining hushed; wishing to laugh and hav-
ing to strangle the feeblest impulse with brute force; wishing to love and condemned
to swim in the slime of hatred!

I have lived in barracks, and there I learned to hate. I have been in prison, and
it was there, strangely enough, in the midst of tears and torment, I learned to love,
to love intensely.

In the barracks, I was on the verge of losing my personality, so severe was the
treatment and the stupid discipline they tried to impose on me. In prison, after a
great struggle, I recovered that personality, for every punishment made me more
rebellious. There I learned to hate every kind of hierarchy from top to bottom; and
in the midst of the most agonising suffering, to love my unfortunate brothers, though
keeping my barracks-suckled hatred for hierarchy pure and untarnished. Prisons and barracks mean the same thing: tyranny and free rein for the evil instincts of a few, and suffering for everyone else. Barracks no more teach what is not injurious to bodily and mental health than prisons correct their inmates.

As a result of this experience - honestly gotten, because I have bathed my life in pain - when in the distance, I heard murmurs of the militarisation order, I felt my body become limp, for I could see clearly that the guerrilla fearlessness I had derived from the Revolution would perish, that the being shorn of all personal attributes by prison and barrack life would continue in its stead, and that I would fall once again into the abyss of obedience, into the animal-like stupor to which both barrack and prison discipline lead. And, on the parapet, gripping my rifle in fury while I looked out over enemy and "friend", forward positions and rearguard, I cursed as I used to curse when they were dragging me to the Hole for rebelliousness, and deep inside I shed a tear like the tears that used to escape me, unobserved when I was in the throes of feeling my own powerlessness. And it was driven home to me that the self-righteous hypocrites who would like to turn the world into a barrack and a prison are the same ones - the same ones who yesterday in the hole used to splinter our bones - the bones of men.

Barracks... prisons... what a contemptible and miserable life. We have never been understood, and this lack of understanding has not rewarded us with love. We have struggled - and there is no need here for false modesty, which leads nowhere - we have struggled, I repeat, as have few others. Our firing line has always been in the forefront, if only because from the very first day, we have been the only ones in our sector.

There was never any relief for us, and worse still there was never a kind word. Everyone, fascists and anti-fascists and even members of our own movement - what shame we have felt! - have treated us with aversion.

We have never been understood. Or even more tragic, in the middle of this tragedy embracing us, perhaps we have not made ourselves understood, because having borne the brunt of every kind of contemptuous and harsh treatment from lifelong supporters of the hierarchy, we wished, even during the war itself, to lead a life based on libertarian principles, while others, both to their misfortune and ours, have remained yoked to the chariot of the state.

This failure to understand, which has produced enormous suffering in our ranks, strewed our path with misfortunes, and not only the fascists considered us dangerous, because we treated them as they deserved, but in addition those who call themselves anti-fascists, shouting their anti-fascism until they are hoarse, have viewed us in the same light. This hatred woven about us led to grievous clashes, the majority of - and the lowness of it makes our stomachs heave and our hands squeeze our rifles - took place in Valencia itself when certain red anti-fascists opened fire on us. If only... bah!... If only we had put a stop to the counter-revolution then, before it came into full swing.

History, which records the good and evil that men do, will one day speak. And History will say that the Iron Column was perhaps the only column in Spain that had a clear vision of what our Revolution ought to be. It will also say that of all columns, ours offered the greatest resistance to militarisation, and that there were times when because of that resistance, it was completely abandoned to its fate, at the front awaiting battle, as if six thousand men, hardened by war and ready for victory or death, should be abandoned to the enemy to be devoured.

History will say so many, many things, and so many, many figures who think themselves glorious will find themselves execrated and damned!

Our past opposition to militarisation was founded on what we knew about officers. Our present opposition is founded on what we know about them now.

Professional officers form, now and for all time, here and in Russia, a caste. They are the ones giving orders, while the rest of us are left with nothing but an obligation to obey. They hate with all their might anything connected with civilian life, which they consider inferior.

I have seen - I always look men right in the eye - an officer tremble with rage or disgust when I spoke to him familiarly, and I know cases today of battalions which call themselves proletarian, whose officers, having forgotten their humble origin, do not permit the militiamen on pain of terrible punishment to address them as "thou".

The "proletarian" army is not calling for the kind of discipline that would mean respect for war orders; it is calling for submission, blind obedience, and the obliteration of men's personalities.

I experienced the exact same thing in the barracks. I experienced it again, later, in the prison.

We used to live happily in the trenches. It is true that we saw comrades fall at our side who had been in the war with us from the beginning; furthermore, we were aware that at any moment a bullet might leave us stretched out in the middle of a field - the reward expected by a revolutionary - but we used to live happily. We used to eat when we could, and fast, when rations were in short supply. And everyone was content. Why? Because none of us was superior to the other, all of us were friends, all comrades, all guerrillas of the Revolution.

The delegate of a group or century was not imposed on us, he was elected by us. He did not regard himself as a lieutenant or as a captain, but as a comrade. Nor were the delegates of the Committees or the Column colonels or generals; they were comrades. We used to eat, fight, laugh and swear together. For a while we received no pay, and they received nothing either. Later our pay was ten pesetas, and they too received, and still receive, ten pesetas.

The one thing that we do accept from them is their proven ability, which is why they were chosen; they are also of proven bravery, which is why they are our delegates. There is no hierarchy, there are no superiors, there are no harsh orders, but rather camaraderie, goodness and friendship among comrades, a joyful life amidst the disasters of war. And so, surrounded by comrades who believe that the struggle is for and about something, war seems gratifying and even death is accepted with pleasure. But when you find yourself surrounded by officers and everything is hierarchy and orders; when in your hands you hold the wretched soldier’s pay, scarcely enough to support your family in the rearguard, while the lieutenant, captain, com-